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mere animal-manufacturing piece of clock-work, which bears

the name of natural law,* furnishes us with a remarkable in.

stance.

"Admitting," he remarks, "that we see not now any such

* We are supplied with a curious example of that evcr-return

ing cycle of speculation in which the human mind operates, by
not only the introduction of the principle of Epicurus into the

"Vestiges," but also by the unconscious employment of even
his very argwncnts, slightly modified by the floating semi-scientific
notions of the time. The following passages, taken, the one from
the modern work, the other from FônCilon's life of the old Greek

philosopher, are not unworthy of being studied, as curiously illus
trative of the cycle of thought. Epicurus, I must, however, first
remind the reader, in the words of his biographer, "supposed
that men, and all other animals, were originally produced by the

ground. According to him, the prin itive earth was fat and nitrous;
and the sun, gradually warming it, soon covered it with herbage
and shrubs: there also began to arise on the surface of the ground
a great number of small tumors like mushrooms, which having
in a certain time come to maturity, the skin burst, and there came
forth little animals, which, gradually retiring from the place where
they were produced, began to respire." And there can be little
doubt, that had the microscope been a discovery of early Greece,
the passage here would have told us, not of mushroom-like tumors,
but of monads. Save that the clement of microscopic fact is awant

ing in the one and present in the other, the following are strictly
nnrn111 lines nf' nr ImInt! -

"ro the natural objection that
the earth does not now produce
men, lions, and dogs, Epicurus
replies that the fecundity of the
earth is now exhausted. In ad
vanced age a woman ceases to
bear children; a piece of land
never before cultivated produces
much more during the few first

years than it does afterwards;
and when a forest is once cut
iown, the soil never produces




"In the first place, there is no
reason to suppose that, though
life had been imparted by natu
ral means, after the first cool

ing of the surface to a suitable

temperament, it would continue
thereafter to be capable of being
imparted in like manner. The

great work of the peopling of
this globe with living species is

mainly a fact accomplished: the

highest known species came a
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